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Director’s Notes

Every month or so, I inevitably find myself in a conversation with a chatty cab driver, interested to know what it is that I am doing in their country. Naturally, the conversation turns to musical theatre. No matter where I am, or who I am speaking with, there is always one show that everyone knows; *The Phantom of the Opera.* “That’s the one with the chandelier!”

*Phantom* is one of a handful of epic musicals that took the world by storm in the mid 80s. People who had never considered setting foot in a theatre poured through the doors all over the world to catch a glimpse of the chandelier, the helicopter or the barricades.

Producer Cameron Mackintosh and composer Andrew Lloyd Webber have always understood the power of spectacle; so much so that in *Phantom*, Webber has included entire musical numbers that don’t feature any cast members at all, but rather one of the true stars of the production, the set.

But what do you do if you don’t happen to have a spare boat, flamethrower or falling chandelier lying around? You get creative! As a company we’ve spent the past four weeks delving into the mind of the Phantom, trying to imagine and understand the world through his eyes. Throughout our journey, we have uncovered a dark, complex but often beautiful place. I’m so proud of this cast for having the courage to truly go there. It has been a challenging but rewarding process for all.

Corey Agnew

---

Musical Numbers

**Prologue**
- Overture—Orchestra

**Act I**
- *Hannibal Rehearsal* — Carlotta, Piangi, Reyer, Lefevre, André, Firmin, Madame Giry, Meg, Buquet, Ensemble
- *Think of Me* — Christine, Raoul
- *Angel of Music* — The Phantom, Meg, Christine
- *Little Lotte* — Raoul, Christine
- *The Mirror/Angel of Music (Reprise)* — Christine, The Phantom, Raoul
- *The Phantom of the Opera* — Christine, The Phantom
- *The Music of the Night* — The Phantom
- *I Remember/Stranger Than You Dreamt It* — Christine, The Phantom
- *Magical Lasso* — Buquet, Madame Giry, Meg
- *Notes/Proma Donna* — André, Firmin, Raoul, Carlotta, Madame Giry, Meg, Piangi, The Phantom
- *Why Have You Brought Me Here* — Raoul, Christine
- *All I Ask of You* — Raoul, Christine
- *All I Ask of You (Reprise)* — The Phantom

**Act II**
- *Entr’acte* — Orchestra
- *Masquerade* — André, Firmin, Comapny
- *Why So Silent* — The Phantom
- *Notes/Twisted Every Way* — André, Firmin, Piangi, Raoul, Christine, Madame Giry, The Phantom
- *Don Juan Triumphant Rehearsal* — Christine, Piangi, Reyer, Carlotta, Madame Giry, Ensemble
- *Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again* — Christine
- *Wandering Child/Bravo, Monsieur...* — The Phantom, Christine, Raoul
- *Don Juan Triumphant* — Carlotta, Piangi, Christine, Ensemble
- *The Point of No Return* — The Phantom, Christine
- *Down Once More/Track Down This Murderer* — The Phantom, Madame Giry, Raoul, Ensemble
- *Finale* — Christine, The Phantom, Raoul, Ensemble
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